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Abstract
The amazing growth in the usage of the broadband services has motivated a
number of the services’ providers to find drastic solutions. The percentage of broadband
subscribers has increased from 5.3% of the world population in 2007 to 8.5% of the
population in 2011. The increase in the number of subcarriers and a high bandwidth
requirement are two motivations to demonstrate the broadband service provision. As a
promised demonstration of the broadband provision, professionals use optical fiber to
account for the present and the future broadband demand.
Power consumption and bandwidth capacity, which the optical fiber has offered,
are two main requirements for success of any communication system. In this thesis
several implementations have been added to such Passive Optical Network (PON)
systems in order to meet the future broadband demand by maintaining the Bit Error Rate
(BER). The interaction between Radio Frequency (RF) and optical fiber can support both
wired and wireless communication systems. The modulation of RF signals has been tried
by using different types in order to study the BER performance when PON is used. Three
different optical millimeter signals were analyzed, which are Single Side-Band (SSB),
Double Side-Band

(DSB), and Optical Carrier Suppression (OCS) and applied to

Wavelength Division Multiplexing- Passive Optical Network (WDM-PON) systems. The
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) multi-carrier has been realized as

ii

an advanced modulation format of RF. Two different modulations methods of OFDM
were used and compared at diffrenet levels.
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Chapter One
Introduction

The growth in broadband services during the last few years is related to its
facility in use and its mobility. This thesis contains five main chapters. Chapter 1
includes a concise history of modern telecommunication systems, a short
explanation of broadband wired access networks, the problem statement, and the
methodology.
Chapter 2 consists of short explanations about PON types, such as TDMPON and WDM-PON, and a description of passive optical network operations.
Chapter 3 includes two systems that are used diffently and that have been applied
to WDM-PON. The first part of Chapter 3 is an RoF overview and the second
part addresses OFDM at the end of the chapter. Simulation, designs and
discussion results are the main contents of Chapter 4. The conclusion and the
future work section conclude this thesis in Chapter 5.

1

1.1 Background of Modern Telecommunications
Communication at a distance or telecommunication has been very critical
to humans since several centuries ago when communication consisted mostly of
letters. In 1793, a serious visual communication system was invented by Claude
Chappe, a Frenchman who tried to connect several devices in a series [1]. These
devices worked as telephones in a bounded area with a distance of 10 km between
the sender and the receiver. Later, in 1820, Hans Christian sparked developments
in telecommunication systems by discovering the relationship between electricity
and magnesium [2]. Years later, Michael Faraday discovered the electricity which
is behind each development in modern telecommunications.
Since Faraday’s discovery, telecommunication systems have developed
and expanded to connect the world. Transmission voice data was the only task
that telecommunication systems offered until the invention of the internet in the
1960s. In the early years of usage, the internet was only used by companies for
sending and receiving emails. In the early 1990s, the World Wide Web made the
internet an essential part of the humans’ lives [3].
Today, multimedia and digital communications have become essential for
many people around the world. Using phones is not only limited to talk as in the
past. Now, people use their phones for checking email, searching the web, and
downloading videos. This development in human usage of telecommunications
requires a high bandwidth. Meeting these customers’ needs requires advancement
in the infrastructures of the communication systems [1].
2

1.2 Broadband Wired Access Networks
Several broadband wired access networks are used for providing high speed
internet access and three dominant services: data, voice, and video. A digital subcarrier
line (DSL) is provided by either a television or telephone company as a solution to
providing enough broadband services. Using traditional wires makes coping with an
increase in demand very difficult, principally with the increase of high definition videos.
To account for this difficulty, single mode fiber (SMF) has been used. One of SMF’s
fundamental features is providing a vast bandwidth, besides its ability to travel a long
way. Connecting every single user, whether residential or business, by using a SMF is
called Fiber to Terminals (FTTs). By supporting passive optical networks (PON), FTT
networks have shown thier efficiency and reliability to expand the bandwidth [4][5][6].

1.2.1 Copper-Based Access Network
An efficient way of transporting high bandwidth data to the end users is by using
DSL technology which works over telephone lines. The frequencies used by

the

telephone lines have to be divided into two elementary bands in order to create the DSL
connection. Those two bands are occupied by data and voice. Here, data will get no less
than 80 % of the voice service’s capacity.
The bandwidth limitation in a copper-based line has been considered as a one issue.
To overcome this issue, multi-level transmission methods such as quadrature-amplitude
modulation (QAM) and discrete multitone (DMT) are highly recommended. However,
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using these two modern technologies will not overcome the transmission distance
restriction.
Coaxial copper cables are another technology used in network structures. These types
of cables have a similar function to DSL, but they can transport larger bandwidths. In
order to send digital video and data signals via coaxial cables, 64/256 QAM modulation
has been used [7]. To expand the transmission distance, SMF is added to make a hybrid
of coaxial and optical cables that can transport both digital and analog signals. Taking
advantage of the existing traditional infrastructure for transiting digital data is an
advantage of DSL and coaxial cables. On the other hand, transmitting over long
distances, which demands electrical power, is one of the drawbacks of these technologies.
Moreover, these options require more electrical power and require adding extra
equipment which adds extra cost.

1.2.2 Optical Fiber Access Networks
Reducing the loss and the expansion of bandwidth capacity are two fundamental
features that SMF has been addressing in the last decades. To meet the future demand for
the broadband service, SMF has been used in the installation of FTTH broadband
infrastructures. FTTH systems can be either active or passive optical networks. Active
optical networks require electrically powered devices in order to deploy the signals. As a
result they cost more than the passive optical networks. Absence of any active elements
from the central office (CO) to the end user gives us the other type of FTTH, which is
called the passive optical network (PON).
4

PON is defined as the distribution from a point to several networks structures that
contain an unpowered splitter to divide one point into multiple points at the CO [8]. A
PON requires less fiber and CO equipment than with the active network. Having a point
to multipoint in their structures, PON demands multiplexing devices for combining and
splitting the signals. Several types of multiplexing techniques such as time division
multiplexer TDM, wavelength division multiplexer, and subcarrier division multiple
access SCMA are mostly used in PON. In PON, two popular multiplexing techniques are
used, TDM-PON and WDM-PON. In the PON network there is an optical network
termination (ONT) that is controlled by the service’s provider. Each ONT is connected to
a passive optical splitter in TDM-PON or to a wavelength division multiplexer in WDMPON [9]. The power splitter in TDM-PON splits the signal downstream into several
signals as needed. Each separated signal is connected to optical network units (ONUs) at
last end user as in Figure 1.1

Figure 1.1 Architecture of a) TDM-PON b) WDM-PON
5

WDM-PON networks have shown their ability to provide a large bandwidth and
maintain the quality of signal to the end users. Instead of using passive optical splitters as
in TDM-PON, array waveguide gratings (AWG) are used in WDM-PON for multiplexing
the wavelengths of the upstream and demultiplexing the downstream wavelengths [10].

1.3 Problem statement
Providing broadband service by any of traditional systems such as by coaxial cable
or DSL has shown its ability to provide high bandwidth for the last few decades. The
problem exhibited in the traditional system is that of high power consumption which
leads to an increase in BER. As a result, the quality of the signal is affected. In a wired
communication system, power plays the role in transmitting signals to the end user.
Having less signal power means the bandwidth on the receiver side could occupy the end
users’ service. To overcome this issue, SMF has been inserted in an installation of
contemporary communication systems. SMF has proven its strength to maintain the
signal’s power even over a long distance. In this thesis, PON, which is applied to an RoF
that was modulated by different common modulation methods, is used to demonstrate the
BER and maintain the bandwidth capacity.

1.4 Scope of Research Work
PON networks could be used to overcome the issues that appear when traditional
networks are used for providing a broadband service to the end user. Studies of BER and
Q-factor have been recommended to find a comparison between the PON system and
6

other traditional systems, or between two different designs of PON, in order to maintain
the provision of broadband service. When using PON system, the most critical issue in
broadband provision is dispersion and attenuation. These two issues appear because of
the length of the transmission that affects the signal’s power. To overcome these issues, a
novel design for the generation of RF signals and multicarrier OFDM to optimize
received power for the end user has to be maintained.

1.5 Methodology
The Optiwave version.11 simulation program is used to build bidirectional PON
schemes to transmit and receive single carrier RF signals and multicarrier OFDM signals
and to compare them to either traditional scheme. By finding and plotting the Q-factor,
OSNR, and BER, we can easily find a construct by sending those two types of signal via
a regular communication system or via PON system. Two significant measurement
methods have been used, the eye diagram measurements in RoF system, and the electrical
constellation in OFDM system.

7

Compare three up-conversion methods of millimeter-wave and
apply them to PON systems

Study BER, OSNR and Q-factor at different SMF lengths and bit
rates

Integrate them with WDM-PON

Use OFDM as modulation format for RF then study BER when
different OFDM modulations methods used

Future Work

Figure 1.2: Thesis Flow Chart
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Chapter Two:
Passive Optical Network (PON)

In this thesis I am focusing on the PON as a sophisticated network for
transmitting RF signals to provide broadband services to the end users. PON is a
promising option to provide enough broadband services for the future’s demands. Now
there are many studies and researches finding drastic solutions to meet the broadband
demand for sending and receiving high definition video.

2.1 Description of operation of passive optical network
A PON with diverse components works individually to transport and receive high
quality signals. With a PON, streaming down and streaming up are two ways which a
signal can go forward and backward via a bidirectional SMF. The downstream schemes
are usually more complex than the upstream schemes because the downstream schemes
are more heavily used to transmit than the upstream schemes and, therefore, require more
components [11]. Moreover, customers use the internet for downloading more than
uploading data, voice, or videos. The transmitted and received signals have different
wavelengths depending on the type (data, voice, or video) and also whether the signals
are going forward or going backward.
9

2.1.1 Downstream link
The downstream link is designed to be a way through which transmitted signals
travel from the CO or ONT to the end user or ONL. At the ONT, the voice and data
compound in one frame when preparing for transmission. However, the video signals
transmit individually in one frame. This group of frames has been transferred into signals.
These signals distribute to the end users via SMF branches which are either unidirectional
or bidirectional SMF [12]. Coupling a certain number of those branches without needing
any power for regeneration of signals can be done by using optical splitters. The
responsibility of the optical splitters is toreceive the signals from ONT or CO and send
them to ONLs or to the end users. Sending signals to the end users has been demonstrated
by TDM which works to send the signals in different times. Besides the differences in
time, the signals’ wavelengths have to be different in case two or more signals are sent at
one time [13-15].

2.1.2 Upstream link
The direction of the information from the end users to CO is called the upstream
link. As with the downstream link, data and voice information are compounded in one
frame. However, the video information stays indivisibly in one frame. As in the
downstream link, information moves backward through the same SMF , and passes
through the optical splitters in which the signals will be collected in this direction. TDM
in this link is functional when sending information from multi points of end users via one

10

single channel to the CO. Unlike the downstream link, the upstream link uses one
wavelength which is usually chosen to be 1310 nm [13-15].

Figure 2.1: Scheme of two channels bidirectional WDM-PON system

2.2 History of WDM
The first paper about the WDM concept was published in 1970, and by 1978
WDM systems were recognized in laboratories [16]. Those early WDM systems were
only designed to combine and separate two signals and were very expensive. Now, WDM
systems have been improved. In 2011, sophisticated WDM systems could handle up to
160 channels with 1.6 Tbit/s and a total bit rate of 10 Gbit/s for each channel. Recently,
WDM has played a role in the development of the telecommunications companies
because of the capability of expanding the bandwidth capacity. Another impact of WDM
is, instead of installing SMF for each single signal from the central office to the end user
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or from the end user to the central office WDM needs one SMF to send up to 160
channels.

2.3 Overview of WDM
In the 1980s the optical fiber links contained a number of point to point
connections. Each one of those links had one optical source, photodetector, and optical
fiber that joined the link’s terminals [14]. Moreover, these basic links that had different
optical sources needed unique, individual optical fiber which would cost a lot. To
overcome this issue, wavelength division multiplexing was invented in order to reduce
the number of used optical fibers and to expand the capacity of positioned point to point
links. Implementing a WDM design in order to increase the capacity that allows a certain
number of wavelengths to be compounded has been the dominant demonstration of
WDM. The modern WDM is capable of sending tons of optical signals, which are
sourced by optical laser sources, with very narrow spacing wavelength between each two
signals. Not only are the wavelengths allowed to be different, but WDM also allows each
channel to have its own format by using different data rate [16]. WDM systems are
divided into two types depending on the wavelength’s categories and the number of
channels. These two types of WDM are coarse WDM, CWDM and DWDM. [14]

2.4 WDM standards
Because of its essentiality to carrying frequencies, WDM standards have been
implemented for optical fiber by the international telecommunication union or ITU. The
12

spacing frequencies are the main aspect that ITU controls and fixes. ITU has released
recommendation for WDM systems, CWDM, or DWDM. In 2002, ITU published an
appropriate recommendation for DWDM which is G.694.1 Operation of WDM either in
S, L and C bands whether in WAN or MAN networks was one of these recommendation
aspects [16]. Year after, 2003, G.694.2 was released for CWDM which has a spectral
grid from 1270 nm to 1610 nm with a spacing wavelength 20 nm Figure 2.2 [14][17-19].

Figure 2.2: Spectral grid of coarse wavelength division multiplexing CWDM

2.5 Overview of WDM-PON
The WDM-PON expands the qualifications of PON. Instead of using more than
one optic fiber in the original PON to distribute the transmitted signals from the CO to
OUNs, WDM-PON reduces the usage of fiber optics in the system. Moreover, since
13

WDM-PON distributes the received signals among multi users, each user gets his/her
own wavelength, increases the privacy in the PON systems besides the high reliability
and less maintenance that WDM-PON systems have [20]. As a drawback of WDMPON, costs of WDM elements have been part of the challenges that WDM-PONs face.
Even though the prices of WDM have been reduced tremendously, they still are not
affordble.
In WDM-PON, arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) is a key element in many
designs. The traditional WDM coupler has one input and N output channels according to
their wavelengths as shown in Figure 2.3 [8]. The original AWG router contains two star
couplers linked together. Unlike the traditional WDMs, AWG has N number of inputs
that are faced by N number of output ports. The input ports in AWG have signals with
multi wavelengths. Shifting any of the inputs from one port to another leads to a shift in
the demultiplexed output to the next port without any losses that might happen in WDM
[13].

Figure 2.3: Comparison between WDM and AWG
14

2.6 TDM-PON vs WDM-PON
The common aspects in the two structures, from the OLT in CO to the end ONUs,
active elements are completely disappeared. The fundamental element in the TDM-PON
is the optical power splitter . Broadcasting a signal from OLT or CO have to pass through
power splitter which distributes the received signal to each individual ONUs.
Multiplexing signals from diverse ONUs are in the time domain. By using the address
brand of the signal, each ONUs can distinguish data.
In WDM-PON the essential element is a passive WDM coupler. From the CO, a
WDM coupler multiplexes a number of signals and each one of them has its own
wavelengths. At the ONUs side, each ONU takes its own wavelength. Because ONU
knows the wavelength that it will receive, WDM-PON systems have more privacy than
TDM-PON. In contrast, the high cost of WDM elements is one of the WDM-PON
drawback [8][21][22].

15

Chapter Three
Different Modulation methods of RoF in PON

3.1 RoF Overview
Transmitting radio frequency signals from the CO to the Remote Antenna Units
(RTU) via optical fiber is known as RoF technology.

In such narrowband

communication systems, before sending the signals to RTU, all the RF signals processing
such as carrier modulation have to be performed at CO. Centralizing all the RF signals
processing in CO and sending them via optical fiber is one of the fundamental features of
RoF signals. Further, it helps to share the same equipments and simplifies the system
operation and maintenance. The optical fiber offers low signal loss which depends on the
wavelength of the signals, 0.3 dB/km for 1550 nm, and 0.5dB/km for 1310 nm. The
responsibility of doing amplification functions and the optoelectronic conversion is the
main duty of RTUs which is one of the RoF impacts [23].
As in each transmission systems either in free space or by line of the microwave
signals with high frequencies, the loss is problematic. The losses in the free space
transmission system are related to the increase of the frequency with the absorption and
the reflection. However, in the transmission line system the loss is due to the impedance
of the lines with frequency. Transmitting and distributing RF signals over a traditional
16

line needs more regenerating equipment to avoid the losses. The alternative solution to
reduce the losses and enhance the transmitted and received RF signals is by using optical
fiber or RoF [24].
Promotion of the bandwidth capacity is one of the issues that need to be fixed;
however, optical fiber offers a substitute solution to solve that. There are three main
wavelengths that are mainly used in the transmission, 850 nm, 1310 nm and, 1550 nm.
Therefore, several factors have the capability of expanding the bandwidth of the optical
fiber, including the capacity of the low dispersion devices, such as the Erbium Doped
Fibre Amplifier (EDFA) and other the multiplexed devices.
Moreover, the RoF systems disappearance of the electromagnatic interface (EMI)
is related to the immunity that optical fiber offers. Besides the elimination of EMI,
installation of the RoF systems has shown an economic impact and low maintenance.
Supplementing the RTU systems by adding optical fiber helps to reduce the power
consumption.

3.2 Generation methods of millimeter-wave signals over optical links
One promised solution for demonstrating the wireless communication system is
up converting the baseband signals. As a one performance of up conversion, the baseband
signal to millimeter-wave carriers prepare for broadcasting in the space. Even though
transmitting the baseband signals via optical fiber helps to reduce the dispersion, the up
conversion process at the COs needs more equipment for generating millimeter-wave
carriers and mixing them with LO. Developing the millimeter-wave generation methods
17

has

encouraged

many groups

to

find

efficient

ways

to

support

wireless

telecommunication systems. Conventionally, there are four different methods for
producing millimeter-wave signals with intensity modulation: intensity modulated and
direct detection, external modulation, harmonic modulation and optical heterodyning
[25][27].

3.2.1 RF signal generation by intensity modulated and direct detection (IM-DD)
The straight forward way of RF generation is by modulating the intensity light of
the laser source and directly detecting by a photodetector. There are two strategies to
modulate the light signal. The first way is immediate modulation by which RF
immediately modulates the current of the laser source. Connecting a Mach-Zehnder
Modulator (MZI), which works as an external modulator, to a continue wave laser (CW)
is the second strategy as shown in Figure 3.1.

Modulating the original RF to be

distributed is the common feature that both strategies have. After the modulation stage at
the transmitter side, the signals have to be transported over optical fiber, which is usually
chosen to be SMF, before being detected by the photodetectors at the receiver side of the
system [23][25].
The simplicity and the linearity are two impacts of using IM-DD, because of
having simple design and low dispersion [25]. Furthermore, the transporting to any of the
modulation formats of RF signals is because the optical fiber acts as either attenuator or
amplifier. On the other hand, the failure to support mm-wave systems with high
frequency is one of the drawbacks of IM-DD system. Moreover, generating mm-wave
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signals with high frequencies requires the same frequencies for the modulating signals.
The other drawback of this method is the limitation of the modulation bandwidth
[26][27].

Figure 3.1: simple scheme of IM-DD modulation

3.2.2 External intensity modulation
Modulating intensity externally to demonstrate the conversion of radio signals via
SMF at RF carrier is another simple method. As a two up-conversion methods for
millimeter-wave, double sideband (DSB) and single sideband (SSB) methods are used to
demonstrate the generation and the transmission of millimeter-wave at RF carrier. DSB
modulation is mostly used for short distance transmission because of the dispersion
effects in fibers [Figure 3.2]. However, SSB modulation helps to transport RF signal
through long transmission distance. In SSB, a dual-arm MZM modulator has to be used
to modulate two local oscillators (LO) which have the same frequencies with 90 o phase
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shift [Figure 3.3]. Those two methods, when they are multiplexed by using WDM and
transmitted via SMF in PON, they could not transport RF signals farther than a single
channel [7][28][29].
To overcome the multiplying effects, optical carrier suppression (OCS) is used as
another up-conversion technique. In this method each channel of WDM has the same
scheme of OCS [Figure 3.4]. Besides the easy integration of OCS with WDM-PON and
the high reception sensitivity, RF signals entail a low bandwidth in OCS modulation
[7][30]. The voltage bias in OCS is double that of the voltage bias in SSB and DSB.

Figure 3.2 :Optical up-conversion using DSB
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Figure 3.3 :Optical up-conversion using SSB

Figure 3.4 :Optical up-conversion using OCS
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3.3 RoF-PON system configuration
In any simple RoF system demonstrating RF signals is the main critical process to
increase the ability of the transmission and meet the bandwidth demand. Increasing the
length of SMF or expanding the bandwidth of millimeter-wave causes a suffering for a
received signal from dispersion or attenuation.

As mentioned previously, three

production methods of millimeter-wave have been used then sent via PON system
through different length of SMF. Figure 3.5 shows a novel design of a bidirectional PON
system.

The upstream link starts from the continuous wave laser (CW), and then

bidirectional SMF is used to connect the ONL to ONUs. Before reaching ONUs, power
splitters are used to separate the transmitted signals into desired numbers of signals. Each
output of the power splitter is connected to one ONU via a short SMF. Having SMF from
the ONL to the end ONU leads to promote the bandwidth at the receiver side. In this
system each ONU represents to be RTU which takes electrical signals. Photodiode
detectors are used to reconvert the optical signals to electrical signals.
To insert RFs for any one of chosen methods, MZMs have been used to modulate
the LO signals with laser sources CWs. In the case of using two LOs to produce RFs
signals, each LO has its phase shift as in SSB and OCS, and dual arm MZM has been
chosen. The upstream link contains several numbers of time delay which work to delay
the transmitted signals from ONU to ONL in order to avoid the confliction between the
down link signals and upstream signals. In another trick to avoid the conflict between up
and down stream, two ranges of wavelengths usually are chosen which are 1500s and
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1300s. Similar to the end of the downstream links, upstream links have photo detectors at
the end of the links to reconvert the optical signals to electrical signals [Figure 3.6].
For transmitting more than one signal via one bidirectional SMF, WDM is used.
Each channel of WDM has a specific wavelength. These wavelengths of all channels will
be multiplexed at WDM before travelling through SMF then demultiplexed by WDM
demultiplexer in order to separate and distribute them among the end users [30-34].

Figure 3.5. Architecture of WDM-PON system for production and transmission RF signal

3.4. OFDM Background
In the traditional parallel data system, the signal bandwidth can be split into a
number of sub-channel frequencies without overlapping between two sub-channels.
Modulation each single subchannel is individually with a split symbol then they will be
frequency multiplexed. Multiplexing sub-channels helps to stay away from the
overlapping that might cause inter-carrier interface ICI. In the mid 1960s, an idea was
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brought to eliminate the incidence of ICI even with subchannels overlapping in frequency
division multiplexing FDM. Orthogonaling Mathematically the subchannels is required to
realize this idea. To achieve the orthogonality, orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing OFDM was invented theoretically.
The first appearance of OFDM in telephone lines transmission was in 1980
because of its ability to reduce the process complexity and demonstrate the Fats Fourier
Transmission FFT. Several years later, usage of OFDM expanded to be a critical
component in building the mobile communication systems and broadcasting schemes.
Since that date, OFDM has been developed until it has become an essential part of the
telecommunications standard [35][36].

3.5 OFDM overview
OFDM is an encoding digital data method for several carrier frequencies.
Compared to single carrier transmission systems, OFDM supports the high data
transmission rate. OFDM is functional equipment that has been used in many
communications’ applications such as broadband internet access and 4G mobile
communications. Using the RF spectrum by OFDM functionally is required for the
transmission of the data in multiple frequencies. Coping with several channel conditions
is one of the fundamental impacts that OFDM offers and makes OFDM preferable to
single carrier frequency. Besides that impact, controlling the orthogonality of the
systems. Offering the orthogonilty for the systems and having an enough strength to
transmit a high data are the two important advantages that make OFDM a functional
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equipment in the modern communications systems. Use of OFDM modulation format in
RoF systems has showed its capability to meet the broadband future’s demand [1][7][35].

3.6 OFDM modulation
Using OFDM in receiver and transmitter schemes requires modulating and
demodulating of transmitted signals. Several modulations techniques are used, however,
two methods are commonly used which are QAM and PSK. Figure 3.6 shows a block
diagram of the basic technique for modulation and demodulation. The block diagram
contains two main parts which are the transmitter and receiver.
At the transmitter side the process starts with a mapping technique by using either
QAM or PSK modulations methods. After serial to parallel conversion, streams pass
through IFFT. In order to protect the signals from the overlapping, a protector period is
added before the parallel to serial conversion [37].

Figure 3.6: Block diagram of process of OFDM system
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At the receiver side the process of the transmission starting with serial to parallel
conversion in order to take off the cyclic prefix is almost the opposite way. Before
estimating the step, FFT is used to the signal. Demodulation of the signal either by using
QAM or PSK is the last stage in the OFDM modulation process.
3.7 Constellation diagram
In order to test the quality of the signal in the OFDM, a constellation diagram is
used. Each data symbol is represented by a dot in a two dimensional diagram. This two
dimensional diagram represents a data symbol as real and imaginary numbers on the xaxis and y-axis respectively. For modulation’s types, a constellation diagram has an
appropriate format. For using BPSK modulation, a constellation diagram represents only
two points as in Figure 3.7. However, using 16 QAM or 64 QAM will present 16 and 64
point in the constellation diagram as shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.7 : BPSk constellation

Figure 3.8: 16-QAM constellation
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Figure 3.9 : 64 constellation

3.8 M-ary PSK and QAM
PSK and QAM are considered to be the most common modulation techniques for
OFDM. The difference between these two methods is that the PSK scheme transfers the
data by changing the phase of the reference signal while the QAM scheme transmits data
by modulating the amplitude of the reference signal. The common feature between these
two schemes is that they are both use two DSB signals carriers[1][7].

3.8.1 PSK modulation and demodulation process.
The varying phase of the modulated signal builds a subtle connection between the
analog modulation and the PSK. The modulated signal can be derived from equation 3.1
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(3.1)
Where

is a constant phase and

, we can rewrite the PSK signal

as
(3.2)
Where

and

.

By applying some amendments to equation 3.3, the general form of PSK is given by:
(3.3)
The demodulation technique of BPSK depends on the binary digit. For instance, if
the digit is 1 it will be transmitted by a pulse
by a pulse

. Otherwise, it will be transmitted

. Similar to the DSB subcarrier, an envelope detection method

could not be applied in BPSK because 1 and 0 stay constant in the envelope. The
received signals at the decision box have been evaluated, and if the received signals are
positive then it will be detected as 1. Otherwise, it will be detected as 0.

3.8.2 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
As compared to the SSB subcarrier, QAM can be generated accurately, which is
considered to be the most important feature of QAM. Figure (3.10) shows a QAM
scheme operation which works by transmitting two DSB signals with the same carrier
frequency having a

phase shift between them. The phase shifter delays the phase of
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an inserted sinusoid by

before they are added together to give the QAM signal as in

3.4.
(3.4)

The added modulated signal occupies one band before it divides at the receiver
into two local carriers

and

as in the following 3.5 and 3.6.
(3.5)
(3.6)

The modulated signals by a carrier of angular frequency

are suppressed by two low-

pass filters at the end of the demodulation stage [1][38].

Figure 3.10: QAM or quadrature multiplexing scheme

3.9 Trading power and bandwidth
The choice of the M-ary has affected the mood of the interchange between the
transport power and the transition bandwidth (SNR). For instance, the transmission
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bandwidth in the orthogonal signaling proportionally increases when M increases while
the transport power is inversely proportional with the value of M. On the other hand, in
the PSK signaling, the transmitted power increases when M increases. However, the
bandwidth stays constant. Seeking for an appropriate transmitted power or transmission
bandwidth depends on the M-ary choice. For example, acquiring a transition bandwidth
recommends using QAM signaling while the orthogonal signaling is recommended when
the transmitted power is needed [1].
3.10 Bit error rate
The total number of errors to the total sent bits ratio is defined Bit error rate (BER) as
given in the following formula

In the PSK or QAM, the M order affects the BER value.That is because the high order of
M means transmitting a large number of bits. The increase in the sent bit will likely
promote the number of errors, and as a result the BER will increase [1].

3.11 OFDM-PON system configuration
In the OFDM-PON system, four symmetrical channels have been multiplexed by
using WDM (Figure 3.8). The key element in each channel in the downstream link design
is OFDM. Using OFDM in any communication system requires specific types of
modulation to modulate and demodulate the transmitted and received signals such as
QAM or PSK. The downstream links start with a Pseudorandom Binary Sequence
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(PRBS) which is modulated by QAM or PSK before going to OFDM. Each one of the
two OFDM outputs go to pass via a low pass filter before going to the MZM. Output
modulated signals from the MZM are multiplexed by WDM before travelling via
bidirectional SMF. Before and after SMF, two EDFAs are used to promote the power of
the multiplexed signals. After the second EDFA and before the WDM demultiplexer, the
optical circulator is used to redirect the down and up stream signals. After passing
through the WDM demultiplexer, photo detectors are used to reconvert the optical signals
to electrical signals and then demodulate again [39-43].

Figure 3.11. Architecture of OFDM-WDM-PON system.
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Chapter Four:
Simulation Results

Chapter four includes a study of BER and Q-factors of more than one WDM-PON
scheme in order to achieve a maximum bit rate carried via the longest possible SMF
length. The two main WDM-PON systems were studied in this thesis. Each one of these
systems was analyzed under different parameters with different designs and elements.
The common function of these two systems is to improve the transmitted bit rate by using
different modulation methods either by a single carrier or multi carrier OFDM
modulation formats. In such a single carrier RoF system, three modulation schemes were
used to up-convert RF signals and were compared with each other. Studying each method
individually in order to find the appropriate method for transmitting RF signals via
WDM-PON is necessary.
As an advanced modulation format in RoF, OFDM was used to modulate RF
signals in WDM-PON. An analysis of OFDM was focused on different modulation
methods for OFDM, such as PSK and QAM.
Before going through the results, a comparison among three different schemes
and several parameters are under consideration to analyze the results. BER, Q-factor,
OSNR and eye diagrams are the main parameters that help to find a comparison of the
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received signals in all three methods. BER is defined as the division of the concerned bits
by the total bit rate sent under a limited period of time. The values of BER are should be
as low as possible. However, the Q-factor and OSNR values are desired to be high.

4.1 Comparison between two externally modulation methods in RoF-PON
An optiwave scheme was built to study BER, OSNR, eye diagram and Q-factor at
2.5 Gb/s in RoF-PON system as is shown in Figure 3.5. Production of RF signals by
using either DSB or SSB was considered to find a comparison between two of them.
Before going through the result, the LO signals frequencies in DSB and SSB as in Figure
3.2 and Figure 3.3 were chosen to be 60 GHz, and the bit rate was chosen to be 2.5 Gb/s.
Figure 4.1 shows a plot of received power vs log of BER of DSB and SSB after varying
the CW power 10 times from 5 dBm to -5 dBm. When the SMF length is equal to 80 km,
the received power in SSB and BER is higher in DSB than the BER of SSB while both
SSB and DSB have nearly the same value of received power. The maximum value of log
BER in SSB was around -92.47 while the maximum in DSB was less than -30. A low
value of log BER leads to a signal with high quality as in both SSB and DSB. In the case
of having almost equal OSNR, having a low BER in the SSB is shown in Figure 4.2 is
evident. The reason why SSB advances DSB systems is because occupying the both
sides of signals in DSB means transmitting signals with 120 GHz bandwidth while in
SSB just 60 GHz is necessary. In other words, DSB offers double the bandwidth which
increases the dispersion in SMF.
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Figure 4.1 BER curves of DSB and SSB when 80 km SMF used
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Figure 4.2. OSNR vs BER of SSB and DSB when 80 km SMF used
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The other comparison concerns the eye diagrams of the received signal for both
DSB and SSB. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show that the opening eye of the received signal
in SSB is bigger than in DSB. Having a big opening eye represents a received signal with
high quality which demotes when the penning eye shrinks. Inversely proportional Qfactors increase when BER decreases. The bit rate carried by RF signals needs a high
quality of RF signals in order to be delivered with low error.

Figure 4.3: Eye diagram of received signal when SSB used at 80 km SMF
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Figure 4.4: Eye diagram of received signal when DSB used at 80 km SMF

It can be clearly seen from the eye diagrams in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 that the
Q-factor in SSB is greater than the Q-factor of DSB. Although the Q-factor of DSB is
lower, it is still enough to receive a satisfactory signal if we take into account the SMF
length. Moreover, RoF-PON system contributes to maintain the quality of the received
signal when either DSB or SSB are used to modulate RF signals, which is then sent via
80 km of SMF. The values of BER and OSNR of the received signals show that
transmitting signals via PON system, especially for DSB, is suitable even though the
BER is higher than in SSB.
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By repeating the same procedure at 80 km, the SMF length was expanded to 130
km in order to find the maximum length for transmission RF signals. Figure 4.5 shows
that the BER in DSB continues to be higher than the BER in SSB. As SMF length
extended by 50 km, SSB and DSB lost around 50 % of their OSNR values. The
maximum OSNR in SSB after the extension is around 16.79 dB while the maximum
OSNR in DSB is 17.04 dB [Figure 4.6].
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Figure 4.5: BER of SSB and DSB when 130 km SMF used
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Figure 4.6. OSNR vs BER of SSB and DSB when 130 km SMF used

After expanding the SMF length, the opening eye in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8
became smaller and as a result the Q-factor decreased. Having a small opening eye means
that the signals are affected by the optical fiber dispersion and attenuation which occur
after a certain length of SMF. In the DSB or SSB, the shrinkage in the opening eye
expounds that transmitting 60 GHz via 130 km and cannot go farther than that distance
with only 2.5 Gb/s.
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Figure 4.7. Eye diagram of received signal when SSB used at 130 km SMF

Figure 4.8. Eye diagram of received signal when DSB used at 130 km SMF
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Table 4.1 portrays a comparison between two mm-waves modulated by SSB and
DSB for different lengths of SMF 30, 80 and 130 km. The comparison between these two
methods was for Q-factor values. Despite the high reduction in Q-factor of SSB from
75.33 to 11.3, the value of Q-factor when 130 km SMF is still admitted. The low signal’s
power of DSB when the 130 km SMF is used would not be enough for receiving a signal
with suitable quality. On other hand, the received power when 130 km SMF was used
with the SSB method is acceptable.
Table 4.1: Q-factor of SSB and DSB at different SMF length

Length
of SMF

Q-factor
DSB

Q-factor
SSB

30
(km)

16.5

75.33

80
(km)

12.03

22.75

130
(km)

8.87

12.03
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4.2 Comparison of DSB, SSB and OCS modulation methods in WDM-PON
The integration of any three modulations methods with WDM-PON as in Figure
4.9 could not be satisfied because of the insertion of WDM in the scheme. Each channel
of WDM gets an individual wavelength and a 2.5 Gb/s bit rate. As analyzed previously,
the SSB method shows enough strength to transmit signals up to 130 km length.
However, inserting WDM causes more noise in transmitted signals, and as a result, the
quality will drop. On the other hand, DSB could not go further than 80 km. To overcome
this issue, an alternative modulation, OCS, as in Figure 3.4, was proposed by [7]. The LO
bandwidth in OCS was selected to be 30 GHz with a 180o phase shift. The bias voltage
was

more than twice the voltage’s values

at SSB and DSB. Table 4.2 shows a

comparison of three modulation methods in Q-factor when they were integrated with
WDM-PON. Under different lengths of SMF, the maximum Q-factor occurred when
OCS modulation was used. After a certain length of SMF, a dramatic decrease happened
because of the dispersion and attenuation in SMF.
Table 4.2: Q-factor of DSB, SSB and OCS at different SMF length
SMF
Length
(km)
30
70
100

DSB

SSB

OCS

18.96
7.6
3.8

44.55
10.4
5.2

51.19
12.37
7.4
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Having a low Q-factor value means that DSB has the maximum value of BER
while the minimum value occurred when OCS was used. This increase in BER value in
DSB is related to the integration with WDM-PON. Moreover, the DSB modulation
method cannot support the RF to travel more than 80 km.
The three eye diagrams of these three methods are portrayed in Figure 4.9, Figure
4.10 and Figure 4.11 and prove that when 80 km SMF was used, the biggest opening eye
appeared when OCS was used. The modulated RF signal by OCS has enough strength to
carry bit rate smoothly with less BER.

Figure 4.9: Eye diagrams of OCS at WDM-PON 80 km SMF
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Figure 4.10: Eye diagrams of SSB at WDM-PON 80 km SMF

Figure 4.11: Eye diagrams of DSB at WDM-PON 80 km SMF
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Having qualified RF signals contributes to transmitting a higher bit rate to the
end user. The three modulation methods were tested when the SMF length was equal to
40 km and the bit rate was 10 Gb/s. Table 4.3 compares these three methods in Q-factor,
OSNR, received power. The maximum Q-factor appeared when OCS was used, however
the minimum Q-factor was when DSB was used. Because of the good quality in the
received signals, the OCS modulation method showed to be the best method to transmit
10 Gb/s via the WDM-PON system up to 40 km. From the Eye diagrams of all three
methods, it can be clearly seen that the big opening eye appeared when OCS used. The
eye diagram is more evidence for OCS being the best method.

Table 4.3: Q-factor, SNR and power of the received signal in WDM-PON
OCS

SSB

DSB

Q-factor

8.855

6.05

4.23

OSNR

22.3

14.36

29.95

Power

-47.93

-45.7

-29.36
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4.3 Modulated RF signals by using OFDM format
In this part, the scheme in Figure 3.8 was built in Optiwave software in
order to find the OSNR, the received power, and the electrical constellation of the
received signal. Two different modulation methods of OFDM were used to
discover the best methods among them. The multiplexed signals of four channels
were sent over a 40 km SMF with a bit rate equal to 20 Gb/s and 30 Gb/s. The
used methods for OFDM modulations were QAM and PSK with different M
order such as BPSK, 16-PSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM. The OFDM output was
modulated with RF 20 GHz by MZM. Even though adding an RF signal helped
to expand the bandwidth of the carrier signals, it caused a drop in the signal’s
power. To overcome this issue, the CW input power was increased to maintain the
required power of the transmission process. An increase in the CW input power
varies from one modulation method to another. For example, the 64-QAM needs
less input power than 16-QAM, and BPSK needs the largest increase in CW
power. Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show optical spectrums of the
signals before sending via 40SMF of three different modulation methods.

Figure 4.12. Optical spectra for one channel of WDM when 64-QAM use
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Figure 4.13. Optical spectra for one channel of WDM when 16-QAM used

Figure 4.14. Optical spectra for one channel of WDM when BPSK used
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4.3.1 20 Gb/s OFDM signals over 40-km SMF by using QAM modulation
A useful representation in such a communication system is electrical
constellations analyzers, which were used to portray electrical constellation of all
used modulation methods before the demodulation process. In this part, the
chosen modulated method of OFDM is QAM with two different orders, 16-QAM
and 64-QAM. Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 show electrical constellation diagrams
for 16-QAM and 64-QAM respectively when 20 Gb/s was used with a 40 km
length of SMF. It can be clearly seen that 16-QAM has very separated
constellation points and there is a large distance between the two points while the
most scattered points appeared with 64-QAM.

Figure 4.15: Received signal constellation of 16-QAM after 40 km SMF
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Figure 4.16: Received signal constellation of 64-QAM after 40 km SMF

Table 4.4 contains a comparison of received signals under a different order
of the QAM modulation method. It is apparent that using OFDM formatting with
the 64-QAM modulation method has the highest value of OSNR and received
power. The lowest OSNR and received power occurred when the 16-QAM
method was used. Since there is low received power in 16-QAM, it is sufficient
for only one bit per symbol. On the other hand, the highest values of OSNR and
received power in 64-QAM might not be adequate for six bits per symbol.
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Table 4.4 : OSNR and power of the received signal with different modulation methods
OSNR (dB)

SMF length

16-QAM

Received Power (dBm)

64-QAM

16-QAM

64-QAM

(Km)
40

97.31

97.47

-5.16

-4.52619

80

35.89

41.25

-53.05

-50.6

120

27.9

33.3

-61.02

-58.75

Having a high OSNR value and received power could not be enough to have less
BER. Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 show an OSNR vs BER when 16-QAM and 64-QAM
are used. From these two figures, it is evident that 16-QAM has less BER value than 64QAM at different values of OSNR. When OSNR values are increased, BER in both
methods decreased. However, BER reached lower value at 16-QAM.
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4.3.2 20 Gb/s OFDM signals over 40-km SMF by using PSK modulation
In this part, two orders of PSK were used as a modulation method of OFDM
which are 8-PSK and 16-PSK. As a technique for measuring the BER of the received
signals, an electrical constellation was used again in this part. Figure 4.19 and Figure
4.20 show two different constellations of the received signal when 8-PSK and 16PSK were used. Each point of the 8 points in the 8-PSK constellation represents a 3
symbol. However, it represents a 4 symbol per bit in 16-PSK. Clearly, there is
enough space between two points in the constellation diagram when 8-PSK was used,
which helps to eliminate the scattering. On the other hand, this space between any
two points when 16-PSK was used became smaller. As a result the BER in 16-PSK
increased.

Figure 4.19: Received signal constellation of 8-PSK after 40 km SMF
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Figure 4.20: Received signal constellation of 16-PSK after 40 km SMF

In another comparison between the two different orders of PSK modulation,
table 4.5 shows the values of an OSNR and received power signal. The
differences of OSNR and received power values in these two methods were very
subtle. Because of having a larger capacity, 16-PSK is preferable when used with
almost equal OSNR and received power in both orders. The BER in 16-PSK is
larger than BER in 8-PSK according to Figure 4.21. The high BER in 16-PSK is
related to the capacity, which is bigger than the capacity offered by 8-PSK.
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Table 4.5 : OSNR and the received power with two different order of PSK
8-PSK

16-PSK

OSNR
(dB)

78.7466

78.8159

Received
power
(dBm)

-21.2534

-21.1841
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Figure 4.21 OSNR vs BER of the received signal when 8-PSK and 16-PSK used
at 20 Gb/s
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4.4 Results Evaluation
For the first part of the results, a comparison was done in terms of BER
between two different up-conversion methods of millimeter-wave. The BER in
such proposed methods by [7] was successfully demonstrated when they were
used in PON system. These implementations, which were achieved when PON
was used, allowed an increase in the transmission length up to 130 km and in the
bit rate up to 10 Gb/s. For 80 km SMF long, the maximum achieved received
power in SSB was around -6.43 dBm after it was around -28 dBm with only a 40
km transmission length. Further, the log BER was improved to be -117 after it
was 11. On the other hand, using DSB in PON improved the received power from
-20 dBm with only 2 km SMF used to -6.2 dBm with 80 km SMF.
The second part of the results contains a study of three proposed methods
by [7] after integrating each one of them in WDM-PON. All three methods were
practically proven to be used in WDM-PON up to 70 km SMF length. The
maximum Q-factor at different lengths of SMF occurred when an OCS method
was used up to 130 km, 10 Gb/s for each channel, and was successfully achieved
with OCS. Transmitting 10 Gb/s for each channel of WDM means the WDMPON can transmit more than 1.6 Tb/s when 160 WDM used.
The last part of the results show the use of an OFDM format modulation to
modulate RF signals. In [43], OFDM-WDM-PON was designed by using 2.5 Gb/s
16-QAM then transmitting over 20 km SMF. Many implementations were applied
to this design in order to send 20 Gb/s in OFDM-WDM-PON by using two
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different modulation formats PSK and QAM with varied orders and transmitted
over 40 km SMF. All four modulation methods successfully achieved the required
BER for having a qualified signal. Even though the highest BER occurred when
64-QAM was used, it was suitable because of the high capacity of the large
number of symbols that 64-QAM offered.
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Chapter Five
Conclusion and Future wor
5.1 Conclusion
The performance of BER was studied and analyzed at different types of
RF modulations. In the first part, using more than one up-conversion technique of
millimeter-wave was analyzed. The three methods showed a diversity of received
signal details which depended on the SMF length and bit rate. Between SSB and
DSB in only single RoF, SSB showed a high quality received signal even when
SMF length was expanded. On the other hand, the produced signal in DSB
showed less ability to be transmitted over long distance than SSB did. Having less
ability is related to SMF dispersion which mostly occurs when a double-sided
band signal is transmitted. Transmitting a signal with a double-sided band at 60
GHz of LO means that the signal frequency is 120 GHz for both bands. Integrated
RF signals with WDM-PON proved that OCS had the Q-factor among all three
methods after certain SMF lengths with a bit rate of 10 Gb/s for each signal
channel of WDM.
The second part of this thesis was about using the OFDM format to
modulate an RF signal. The OFDM multicarrier device is considered one of the
advanced modulations that helps to meet the future broadband demand. Two
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different modulations of OFDM were used with diffrenet order. Among all QAM
or PSK orders, the lowest BER occurred when BPSK was used, however, BPSK
only transmitted one bit per symbol. Transmitting a high amount of bits per
symbol makes 64-QAM and 32-PSK highly recommended modulation methods
under low BER assumption. In this thesis even though the largest BER happened
when 64-QAM was used, and the BER was still suitable for transmitting a high
quality signal with 20 Gb/s.

5.2 Future work
One of this thesis’ conclusions is that the BER in OFDM modulated by a
certain order of QAM or PSK, such as 64-QAM, increases when the order
increases. The relationship between the transmitted signals’ capacities and the
order of the modulation formats QAM or PSK is proportional. In other words, the
desirable order of QAM or PSK is higher and better. However, managing and
maintaining the orthogonality in OFDM is one of its challenges. The main point
of the orthogonality in OFDM is to protect the central frequency of the subcarrier
from interfacing.
For my future work, I am considering using an OFDM modulation format
with a high order of either QAM or PSK and finding a solution for the interfaces
that harm the orthogonality. The modulated OFDM signal
for
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where

and

Ts is the symbol duration and

is the subchannel space of OFDM. To

keep the orthogonality, these two parameters have to be maintained especially
when a high order of QAM or PSK is used. The symbol duration of the received
signals has to be long enough in order to be demodulated by the receiver. The
orthogonality condition can be derived from the following formula:

To have long symbol duration, the bandwidth of the received power has to
be high, and that will eliminate the expected overlapping and save the
orthogonality.
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ABSTRACT
The passive optical network WDM-PON is one of the most dominant performers of
all communication systems, and provides sufficient broadband service. Providing
enough data for the demands of today and the future, marks this area as a critical
topic for researchers. The first goal of this article is to study the performance of
OFDM in a bidirectional WDM-PON by using QAM and BPSK modulation
methods in the downstream link. The second goal is to build the upstream link with
WBTW-SOA and show its ability to transmit the upstream signal with low
equipment. Sending and receiving signals from the central office to the last mile, and
opposite of the network up to 100 Km via a bidirectional single mode optical fiber
(SMF) was successfully achieved.
Keywords: PON-WDM; OFDM; QAM; BPSK
1. Introduction

network (WDM-PON) is one of the
implementa- tions that have been
added to cover this additional demand Figure 1. WDM-PON has
shown its ability to in- crease the
bandwidth of the signal, as a result of
expand- ing the bandwidth, the signal
capacity will increase [1]. Moreover,
transmission data via optical fiber has
a limi- tation of how far distance data
can be transmitted, after a certain

Provisioning broadband services for
downloading and uploading high
definition data has become a difficult
re- quirement for data providers.
Covering users’ data de- mand for the
future
has
encouraged
many
researchers to find suitable ways to
develop transmitted or received data.
Using
a
wavelength
division
multiplexing in passive op- tical
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distance dispersion will occur.
Besides using WDM-PON in the
communication systems as an enhanced change, orthogonal frequency
division multiplex- ing (OFDM) has
been used to encode data in a
multicar- rier frequency. The carrier
signal of an OFDM is the sum of the
orthogonal subcarriers, which are
individually modulated by different
types of modulation such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
or phase-shift key- ing (PSK). Using
M-QAM OFDM in the WDM-PON
systems helps to increase multiaccesses of multi-users [2,3]. An easy
way to provide multi-paths, which are
used in most broadband systems
between transmitters and receivers, is
to use OFDM. In order for WDMPON

WBTW-SOA for the up- stream. We
have compared several types of OFDM
modu- lations such as BPSK, 16QAM, and 64-QAM for the same
WDM-PON system. We also tried to
expand the transmission length up to
100 Km and study the constel- lation
and SNR of downstream and BER and
Q factor of upstream.

2. Design Configuration
2.1. Downstream Design

Figure 2 contains four identical
channels that are multi- plexed by a
wavelength division multiplexer. For
the downlink design, in each channels
OFDM is used. Modu- lation of
OFDM in this design has been tried
by using BPSK 16-QAM and 64QAM. Each one of the two ports of
OFDM goes through low pass filter
LP which has a cutoff frequency
equaling 7.44 GHz. The filtered
signals will be modulated with CW
lasers by using mach zehnder
modulators (MZM). The output laser
signals of MZM will be multiplexed
by using WDM and sent via bidirectional single mode optical fiber
(SMF). The optical fiber length in this
design has been varied from 40 to 100
Km. Before and after the optical fiber,
multiplexed signal in the downlink
will pass through two EDFAs with
gains equal to 13 dB and 12 dB
respectively. After the second EDFA
an optical circulator is used to redirect
the signals of downlink and uplink. At
the receiver side, and after the
circulator, DWDM is used to separate
the received signal into four signals
for each channel. Each signal has been
detected by a photodiode detector,
which converts the optical signal to an
electro signal. This electrical sig- nal
will be demodulated by using an
OFDM demodulator and a QAM

Figure 1. Simple architecture of PON WDM.

to provide multi-paths between the
transmission
and
reception
terminals, M-QAM OFDM must be
used. Using QAM, which offers
orthogonal modulation, helps to modulate each subcarrier independently [4].
In this paper, we have proposed an
OFDM bidirectional WDM-PON design that is modulated by several
types of QAM for the downstream,
and uses a wideband traveling wave
semi- conductor optical amplifier
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sequence decoder [1-3,5-10].

length of SMF, we found that
maximum received power occurs
when 64-QAM OFDM is used.
However, the minimum received
power occurs when BPSK is used as
shown in Figure 3. To study the
quality of the received signals, which
is modulated and demodu- lated by
using QAM, an electrical constellation
visualizer is used. Modulation of the
digital OFDM signal by using 2-QAM
or BPSK was our first step in this
experiment. Figure 4 shows a
constellation diagram of three
different cases of BPSK, when SMF
equals 60, 80 and 100 Km,
respectively. A 60 Km length of SMF
can be clearly seen, the constellation
is more clearly arranged, and the stars
are
separated
(Figure
4(a)).
Expanding the SMF length up to 80
and 100 Km (Figures 4(b) and (c))
respectively, gives us constellations
that are less arranged than the
constellation at 60 km. Having
scattered constellations in 80 and 100
km shows that the qualities of the
received signals are less than at 60
km, however, these qualities are
acceptable overall.

2.2. Upload Design

For the uplink, the wideband
travelling wave semicon- ductor
optical amplifier (WBTW-SOA) is
used to simu- late the traveling wave
SOA that is based on an identical
hidden edge SOA. A transmitter
source Tx and CW laser source are
coupled by using an optical coupler
and the output is applied to WBTWSOA. The output signal of WBTWSOA will be sent via the uplink of
SMF. Before reaching the PD at the
receiver side, EDFA is used to
amplify the signal. SMF in this link
has been varied, and the bit error is
compared.
3. Result and Discussion
We simulate the design by using the
Optiwave software V-11 to analyze
and discuss the results. For the downstream link, we tried three different
types of OFDM modulation; we used
BPSK, 16 QAM, and 64-QAM. For
each type, the SMF length varied from
60, 80 and 100 Km. At a certain

Figure 2. Proposed bidirectional WDM-PON system with OFDM downstream link and WBTW-ROS for
Upstream link.

Figure 5 represents a constellation
diagram where a 16-QAM modulation

is used at a different length of SM.
When a 60 km SMF is used, the
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received signals show a more clearly
arranged constellation (Figure 5(a)),
as compared to the constellations
when 80 and 100 km SMF is used.
Using a 64-QAM modulation type
produces more power than the other
types. However, the constella- tions of
the received signals are more
scattered, espe- cially at 100 km
(Figure 6). The upstream link BER
and Q factor were measured at

different lengths of SMF. When 60
Km SMF is used, the BER equals
37.8, and the Q factor is very close to
zero. Having less BER and more Q
factor portrays a large eye opening in
the eye diagram pattern (Figure 7(a)).
As the SMF length expanded, the
BER increases, and the Q factor
reduces; as a result the opening eye
will became smaller (Figures 7(b)
and (c)).
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Figure 3. Received power of downlink signal vs length of SMF.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Electrical constellation of the received downlink signal modulated by BPSK over (a) 60 Km (b)
80 Km (c) 100 Km.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Electrical constellation of the received downlink signal modulated by 16 QAM over (a) 60 Km (b)
80 Km (c) 100 Km.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Electrical constellation of the received downlink signal modulated by 64 QAM over (a) 60 Km (b)
80 Km (c) 100 Km.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Eye diagram of the received uplink signal with different length of SMF (a) 60 km (b) 80 Km (c)
100 Km.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we have demonstrated
how to transmit signals via SMF with
lengths up to 100 km by using OFDM,
which is modulated by BPSK,
16QAM, and 64QAM in the
downstream link. The received signals
were studied by using an electrical
constellation visualizer, which helps
to show the constellation of the
symbols at the re- ceiver’s end.
According to the maximum received
power when 64-QAM was used, the
best modulation method is 64-QAM,
while BPSK is the worst. For the
upstream link, the wide band traveling
wave modulator was used, and the
BER and Q factor of the received
signals were meas- ured. Even when
expanding the SMF length up to 100
km, the opening eye of the received
signals is big enough for having
received signals with good qualities.
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Study of the BER performance in RoF-OFDM system
modulated by QAM and PSK
Ayoob Alateeq, Mohammad Matin
Abstract: Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is considered as a one of essential
components in most of recent telecommunication systems. To maintain a high bit rate and provide a
high bandwidth, using the OFDM as a modulation format in RoF system is preferred over another
modulation formats. In this paper, up-converting a 20 Gb/s and a 30 Gb/s OFDM signals on a 20-GHz
microwave carrier over 40 km SMF was applied under a different modulation methods of OFDM such
as QAM and PSK in order to study the BER performance in all proposal cases.
Key Words: Rof-Of dm, Qam, Psk, Ber

I. INTRODUCTION:
An increase in the broadband demands has induced many studies and researchers to discover urgent
and temporary solutions that help to meet the present and future demand. This high requirement in the
broadband usage is related to the diversity of the traded signals among customers. After it was limited
for only sending and receiving emails, the usage of broadband has extended to be a remarkable need in
humans’ lives for trading data, voices, and videos signals. Besides this diversity in the use of broadband,
broadband mobility shares to be another cause of this shortage. Now days by their smart phones, people
checking their emails, skype with each other, and access to downloading or uploading data [1]. As a
one solution, RoF-based optical-wireless access is rated. The Rof technology helps to increase the
converge, bandwidth, and mobility. The most challenge in the RoF system, as well in any traditional
communication system, is to transmit and receive signals with low bit error rate (BER). The modulation
and demodulation methods of the transmitted signals in the RoF systems play a role for maintaining the
BER. Picking a modulation method for any RoF systems depends on the capacity and the coverage that
system works to accomplish [2][3].
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is considered to be a promising modulation
method for future optical wireless system. The amazing role of OFDM in encoding digital signals in
multiple carrier frequencies makes it an appropriate modulation format in such an optical wireless
system. Moreover, under bad conditions with high bit rate OFDM proves its ability to be an efficient
format in this case. Because of having multiple carrier frequencies, OFDM needs specific modulation
methods such as phase shift keying (PSK) or qudrature amplitude modulation (QAM). The PSK and
QAM orders, such as 8-PSK and 16-QAM, have different impacts and drawbacks depending on how
many bits per symbol need to be transmitted. The transmission and reception stages in the RoF system
are not only the effects of increasing BER; however, the optical link between these two stages is another
negative effect. To overcome this effect, passive optical networks (PON)s are recommended to use.
The PON’s impacts are immunization against electro and magnetic interface and low power
consumption. Interaction RF signal, that modulated by OFDM format, in a WDM-PON system has
shown its ability to maintain the BER. Studying the BER at different modulation methods of RoFOFDM is the main goal of this paper [1][4][5].
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II. OFDM MODULATION
Inserting OFDM in transition and reception terminals of any communication schemes needs a
specific modulation and demodulation process for transmitted signals. There are several appropriate
modulation methods of OFDM; however, the most common methods are QAM and PSK. The requisite
process of modulation and demodulation OFDM goes through is shown in the block diagram Figure 1.
As in any communication system, block digram represents the transmission and the receiving terminal.
The transmission side process begins by mapping technique by using either PSK or QAM before serial
to parallel conversion. The streaming signals pass into IFFT operation before they are protected from
overlapping of their information by adding cyclic prefix. The signal reconvert from parallel to series as
preparing to send it through wireless channel. At the receiver side starts by a conversion from series to
parallel in order to remove the cyclic prefix before goes through FFT. The reception process ends with
de-mapping either by using QAM or PSK after parallel to series conversion [6].

Figure 1: a block diagram of modulation and demodulation process in the OFDM

III. DESIGN CONFIGURATION
To study and analyze the BER performance in RoF-PON scheme based on OFDM modulation
format we built our proposal design in Optiwave V.11. Two of most common methods were used in
OFDM modulations which are QAM and PSK. Different types of QAM and PSK such as 16-QAM, 8PSK, and 16-PSK were tried and compared to learn the performance of BER. Figure 2 shows a block
diagram of one channel of our proposal design which contains four identical channels. In each single
channel the transmitter side starts with pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) with supplies a 20 Gb/s
bit rate. The PRBS supplies a string of bit to OFDM modulation throughout either QAM or PSK
modulation format with different orders. To change either QAM or PSK order, which is a power of 2, a
symbol per bit value has to be changed in order to give the desired order. The OFDM modulator has
two electrical output ports each one of them was connected to Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM) via a
low pass filter (LP). Two continuous wave laser diodes (CW) were connected to the optical inputs of
MZM-1 and MZM-2. The two outputs of MZM-1 and MZM-2 were combined by using an optical
power combiner. The added signal was inserted again to MZM-3, in order to be modulated with 20 GHz
local oscillator (LO). Because of having for identical channels wavelength division multiplexing was
used in order to send all these channels via one single mode fiber (SMF). The SMF length was chosen
to be 40 km, whose chromatic dispersion and attenuation is 16 ps/nm/km and 0.2dB/km respectively.
The receiving process begins with WDM demultiplexer which works to separate and distribute each
channel. The separated signal reconverted from optical to electrical by using photo diode detector (PD)
before it connects to OFDM demodulator [7-11].
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Figure 2. block diagram for a single channel of RoF-OFDM proposal system.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By using Optwave V.11, we built the proposal design in order to study the BER of the received
signals at diffrnenent parameters. Two different cases of the system were studied by using different
OFDM modulation methods which are 8-PSK, 16-PSK and 16-QAM. The first case was to upconverted 20 Gb/s OFDM signals on a 20-GHz microwave carrier over 40-km SMF. The second case
was up-converted 30 Gb/s OFDM on a 20-GHz microwave carrier over 40-km SMF.

V. 20 GB/S OFDM SIGNALS OVER 40-KM SMF
PRBS supplied 20 Gb/s to OFDM throughout PSK coder with 3 symbol per bit (8-PSK).
Figure 3-a shows an electrical constellation of the received signal after 40-km SMF. It is clearly can be
seen each point in the constellation diagram, which contains 3 bits, has enough space without any
scattering. Having separated points in the constellation diagram represents a high quality of a received
signal. As a one change was applied to PSK coder and decoder, the symbol per bit value was increased
from 3 to 4 in order to get 16-PSK and left the other parameters as they were. The constellation diagram
of the received signal when16-PSK modulation technique used is portrayed in Figure 3-b. To find a
comparison between using PSK and QAM modulation techniques of RoF-OFDM, we replaced the PSK
coder and decoder to 16-QAM. Figure 3-c shows a high quality of received RoF-OFDM by using 16QAM.
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Figure 3. Constellation diagram of the received signal at different modulation of OFDM a) 8-PSK b)16PSK c)16-QAM at 20 Gb/s up-converted

Table 1 has a comparison among the three modulation methods based on the received power,
OSNR. The highest OSNR was occurred when 16-QAM used, however the minimum was at 8-PSK.
The 16-QAM and 16-PSK have the same capacity; however, in the received power and the OSNR value
16-QAM has the highest value. The reason why 16-QAM is preferred to be used rather than 16-QAM is
when the bandwidth is premium while the 16-PSK is preferred to be used when the received power is
premium. The received power and OSNR of 8-PSK and 16-PSK were almost the same that means 16PSK is preferable in case of having a high capacity.
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Table 1: OSNR and received power of the received signal at different modulation formats at 20 Gb/s

OSNR
dB
Received
power
(dBm)

8-PSK

16PSK

16QAM

78.7466

78.8159

97.3369

21.2534

21.1841

2.66307

Figure 4 shows a comparison between 8-PSK and 16-PSK in BER vs OSNR. The 16-PSK has
a higher BER than 8-PSK. The reason is why BER is higher in 16-PSK than 8-PSK is related to the
capacity which is bigger in 16-PSK than 8-PSK. Another reason is related to the orthogonality which is
affected by the overlapping in subcarriers. Having a high order of PSK means having a high number of
subcarriers which causes overlapping and affect the orthogonality as a result the BER goes higher. The
other evident shows the BER is higher in 16-PSK is in Figure 5 which represents a plot of the received
power vs log of BER. The log of BER of 8-PSK is higher than 16-PSK which leads to have a low BER
if both 8-PSK and 16-PSK have almost the same values of received power.
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Figure 4. OSNR vs BER of received signal when 8-PSK and 16-PSK used at 20 Gb/s
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VI. 30 GB/S OFDM SIGNALS OVER 40-KM SMF
In this case the same procedures in part were applied with an increase in the bit rate value from
20 Gb/s to 30 Gb/s. The constellation diagram of all three modulations methods were impacted by this
change as in Figure 6. Because of this increase, the constellation points of 8-PSK and 16-QAM became
closer to each other while in 16-PSK they osculated each other. These crowded points in the
constellation diagrams represent a received signal with low quality in all the three modulation
techniques.

Figure 6. Constellation diagram of the received signal at different modulation of OFDM a) 8-PSK b)16PSK c)16-QAM at 30 Gb/s upconverted
Table 2 has a comparison of the three modulation methods in OSNR and received power. The
arrangement of which one of these methods has a highest OSNR and received power did not change
with increasing the bit rate. The highest OSNR and received power happened when 16-QAM was used,
while still almost the same values of OSNR and received power for both 8-PSK and 16-PSK. Even
though, the bit rate increased the OSNR and received power of all methods did not dramatically
decrease; however, a little drop happened.

Table 2. OSNR and received power of the received signal at different modulation formats at 30 Gb/s
8-PSK
OSNR
dB
Received
power
(dBm)

78.5721

16PSK
78.7345

16QAM
97.2627

21.4279

21.2655

2.73728
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Another evident to the impact of bit rate’s increase is shown in Figure 7 which exhibits a plot
of OSNR vs BER when 8-PSK and 16-PSK were used. The BER is still higher in 16-PSK, whilst it
became high in both cases after the bit rate increase. Even though, only 50 % of bit rate was taken in to
the system, the BER increased more than twice a value of the BER at bit rate 20 Gb/s. Figure 8 shows
plot of received power vs a log of BER of 8-PSK and 16-PSK.
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied the BER performance in RoF-OFDM system that modulated by
different modulation techniques such as QAM and PSK. The study was under to cases of up-converted
20 Gb/s and 30 Gb/s OFDM signals on 20-GHz microwave carrier over 40 km SMF. In both cases the
lowest BER and the highest received power appeared when 16-QAM was used, while the highest BER
occurred when 16-PSK modulation used. The capacity of 16-QAM and 16-PSK are almost the same;
however, using 16-PSK is necessary when the received power is premium. As a comparison between
using 8-PSK and 16-PSK we found using 16-PSK caused a higher BER than using 8-PSK. The increase
in BER when 16-PSK used might refers to the difficulty in maintaining the orthogonality in the OFDM.
After increase the bit rate to 30 Gb/s the BER values in all modulation cases are not clear evidence for
having a received signals with high qualities.
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ABSTRACT
An increase in the demand of broadband service has encouraged research and study to find a solution to offer an
ade-quate amount of service. Living in this digital world with downloading video, voice or data leads us
occasionally to have a shortage of bandwidth in the provided data. One of the solutions to cover the huge expected
demand in the future is improving the communication systems by adding optical passive components to the Radio
over Fiber (RoF) system. This work is mainly to increase the bandwidth that allows the small and single consumer
at the last mile. We have shown that by adding the 40-GHz mm-wave to the system, Bit-Error-Rate (BER) has
increased while Q-factor has de-creased.
Keywords: WDM-PON; MM-Wave Radio; RoF; Q-Factor; BER
less broadband technology mm-wave radio shows its
efficiency in supporting the wireless connections. In this
paper, we have found the function of WDM-PON systems which requires having all passive optical components and studying the system after adding the optical
fiber to the last mile terminal [2]. We also have added
mm-wave to the carrier signal in order to take the advantage of mm-wave.
The demand for a high-speed data rate has increased
over the last few years. The traditional networks that use
coaxial cable and wireless communication have become
insufficient to provide high data and large bandwidth. To
overcome this problem, an optical fiber must be used
because it can provide large bandwidth and a high data
transfer rate. The use of the passive optical network
(PON) is the most efficient and economic way to solve
this problem because of its characteristics. The passive
optical network has many advantages. For instance, it
does not use active devices such as optical amplifiers,
repeaters and active splitters especially between the central offices and the base stations. Therefore it consumes
less power, less space, and less complexity. Because of
this it can be expanded cheaply as compared to the active
network [3].

1. Introduction
In the modern communication systems, optical fiber is
used to promote the efficiency in the transmitting and the
receiving signals. This development in the communication system will help to supply enough broadband service
to the last point of each individual consumer. Providing
broadband service to each single end would not be an
easy task to the service providers. Not only does optical
fiber have immunity to the electromagnetic field, it also
offers a high bandwidth that might be needed at the end
of a single terminal. Distributing services to each single
end will be costly. However, by using the wavelength
division multiplexer (WDM), which works to transmit
one signal with many wavelengths, one fiber, is needed
to connect the wavelength division multiplexing to the
demultiplexing at the end of the transmitter side and the
beginning of the receiver side. Fiber to terminal x technology (FTTx) has shown its ability to increase the
bandwidth at the last mile terminals such as small businesses and housing customers. The passive optical network (PON), which consists of, the optical line terminal
(OLN), the single mode fiber optic (SM), and the optical
network terminal (ONT), is simply a (FTTx) technology.
WDM PON systems can also offer symmetric wavelengths, both downstream (from OLN to ONT) and upstream (from ONT to OLN) [1]. Moreover, for the wire-
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2. System Design
The most dominant use of the passive optical network is
to provide high speed, large bandwidth, and a high data
rate to the end user at the last mile. The demand for using
the Internet service for gaming, video calling, and highdefinition television has been increased by the end users
[1]. Therefore, this will require large bandwidth and a
high data rate. The main goal of this project is to provide
high-speed Internet services to the last mile by using fiber to the home, which is known as FTTH. In this study
we used the broadband passive optical network,
Which is known as BPON to implement the FTTH
network and adding mm-wave to the carrier and finding
the effects that mm-wave apply to the output signal.

wave and the second one is with a mm-wave. OptiSystem software version 10 was used to simulate those two
designs. Figure 1 shows the basic Architecture of WDMPON network. Figure 2 represents our whole
model after adding the 40-GHz mm-wave. We use two
transmitters that have been used to generate two different
wavelengths of 1510 and 1530 nm, respectively. The two
wavelengths have been combined using a WDM multiplexer. After that the signal has been inserted in the bidirectional single mode optical fiber. After using the bidirectional SM optical fiber a splitter was used as in Figure 3. The splitter block contains the WDM demultiplexer to separate the two wavelengths in the downstream. For the upstream the splitter block contains
WDM in order to combine the wavelengths that will be

In this paper we design and analysis a broadband passive optical network (BPON-RoF) to achieve a highspeed data rate and large bandwidth. We have built our
system in two different designs one is without a mm-

Figure 1. Basic architecture of WDM-PON network.

Figure 2. System model.
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ONUs the transmitter’s wavelength is 1310 nm. Since we
have four transmitters with the same wavelength that
may transmit their information at the same time, we take
the advantage of time division multiplexing access
(TDMA) to design the upstream system. TDMA has been
designed by using two dynamic y select that will pass the
signal upstream in a determined period of time and will
set the rest of the signals to zero Figure 5. The receiver
end of the upstream link consists of a buffer selector to
select the desired signal. A photodetector with low pass
filter is connected to the buffer selector. By using dualarm MZM in the input side, we have inserted 40-GHz
mm-wave signal based on optical carrier suppression
(OCS) to the input signal 1510 and 1530 nm for the
downstream link; however, for the upstream link out of
MZM was connected to the input of the selectors [3-5].

sent by the end users. For the downstream the two wavelengths that were demultiplexed will be transmitted to the
two optical network terminals (ONTs). Each ONT contains an optical splitter and to optical network units
(ONUs). The signal that comes from the splitter block
will be inserted into the splitter through 3 Km bidirectional optical fiber, after dividing the signal each output
port from the splitter will deliver a signal to an ONU
through 50 m bidirectional optical as shown in Figure 4.
Each ONU consists of a photodetector with a low pass
filter for the downstream and a transmitter for the upstream signals as shown in Figure 5. At each of the

Design Studying Parameters
After designing the system, three parameters were tested
to study the performance of the network and the quality
of the signal. These parameters are the Q-factor, the bit
error rate and the eye diagram. The Q-factor is the quality factor; a higher Q-factor indicates a higher signal
quality. On the other hand, the bit error rate (BER) is the
ratio between the number of the bits with errors and the
total number of bits received and it helps to identify the
qua- lity of the optical connection. The eye diagram is
one of the important methods to study the system. The
eye opening can indicate the noise in the signal and how
it differentiates the logic 0 from logic 1. The eye width
can indicate the jitter effect and the rising or falling edge
can indicate the distortion of the signal path [6,7].

3. Results
After designing this PON, a number of parameters have
to be considered such as bit rate, sequence length, samples per bit and the total samples. In the case we have
studied this system is at 2.5 G/s as a bit rate, the sequence length is 128 bits, samples per bit are 64 and the
total number of samples is 8192.
Figure 3. Splitter Circuit with WDM Mux and Dmux.
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Figure 4. Passive optical network for one block.

Figure 5. Optical network unit (ONU).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Q-factor vs. time for downstream signal with (b) and without (a) 40-GHz mm-wave.
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Table 1. Downstream signal details with and without 40GHz mm-wave.

For the downstream signal with and without adding mmwave to the system, Table 1 shows the important output
of BER, Q-factor and eye diagram which are at one
single user. Because of having almost identical out-puts
for each one of the four users, we have analyzed the
quality of the signals at only one single user. From Figure 6(a), the maximum Q-factor is equal to 133.819;
however, after adding 40 -GHz mm-wave to the system
has the Q-factor is equal to 67.909 as shown in Figure
6(b). These two values of Q-factor are high enough for
having a good quality of the output signal and have
achieved the desired value of the Q-factor. BER for the
downstream signal is zero which means the Q-factor has
reached its maximum. Figure 7 portrays the eye diagram
of the downstream signals. From this figure, it can be
clearly seen that the opening eye is large and clear which
means this signal is very good with little noise and distortion and it is easy to distinguish between logic 0 and
logic 1 [8,9].

Without 40-GHz
mm-wave

With 40-GHz
mm-wave

Max. Q-factor

133.819

67.909

Min. BER

0

0

Eye height

0.008254238

0.00765657

Threshold

0.00200062

0.00347784

Decision inst

0.5

0.5

individual user will go through seven time delays before
reaching the upstream receiver. Table 2 shows the most
important details of the upstream signal with and without
the mm-wave. From this table, the BER values are larger
than the BER values of the downstream signals; however,
the Q-factor values are smaller than those of the downstream design as shown as in Figure 8.
This decrease in Q-factor and the increase in BER values
lead us to have a signal with lower quality than the quality
of the downstream signals. Even thought the upstream signal is a good signal, it is not as good as the downstream
signal. The eye diagram of the upstream signals shows in
Figure 9, that this signal has noise and distortion which are
larger than those of the downstream signal.

3.2. Upstream Design Analysis
Before running the upstream design, seven iterations
have to be set in order to operate the design. Seven iterations are needed because each upstream signal from any
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Eye diagram of the downstream signal with (b) and without (a) inserting 40-GHz mm-wave.
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Table 2. Upstream signal details with and without Rf generator.
Without Rf generator

With Rf generator

Max. Q-factor

8.09842

3.90774

Min. BER

1.6922e−016

1.50805e−005

Eye height

0.000345197

5.84756e−005

Threshold

0.000318945

0.000103043

Decision inst

0.375

0.359375

3

4

5

6

7

8

8
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Figure 8. Q-factor vs. time for upstream signal with (b) and without (a) inserting 40-GHz mm-wave.
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Figure 9. Eye diagram of the upstream signal with (b) and without (a) inserting 40-GHz mm-wave.
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4. Conclusion
The results showed that the BER of the signal was very
low and the eye diagram showed the quality of the signal
for the downstream was very high before adding the 40GHz mm-wave; however, after adding the mm-wave to
the system BER has increased and Q-factor has decreased as a result the quality of the signal was affected
by mm-wave. But for the upstream signals, as the eye
diagram showed, the quality was good but not as high as
the downstream signal because in the downstream a lot
of equipment was used including amplifiers and filters.
The qualities of the signals were decreased after adding
the mm-wave; however, there are still acceptable. Building BPON system in general has showed high reliability.
In general using PON has a lot of advantages which include allow costs, very low power consumption and
flexi-bility in extending the network.
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